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ABSTRACT
In the past year, the discourse on the COVID-19 pandemic has

produced a great number of metaphors stemming from the more

basic conceptual metaphor ILLNESS IS WAR. In this paper, we

present a semi-automatic method to detect linguistic manifes-

tations of the latter in Slovene media. The method consists of

assembling a seed vocabulary of war-related words from an ex-

isting Slovene metaphor corpus, extending the vocabulary using

word embeddings, and refining the extended vocabulary using

intersection filtering. Our method offers a quick compilation of

corpus data for further analysis, however, we also address is-

sues related to the method’s precision and the need for manual

filtering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The COVID pandemic has been a ubiquitous topic in the dis-

course of the past year, featuring in medical, political, public

and personal discourse. The emergence of a new virus of yet

unknown origin, behaviour and effects has presented itself like a

complex and obscure topic. To make sense of it, we have once

more resorted to metaphorical language, much like we do when

faced with other abstract, obscure concepts. According to Con-

ceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT, [11, 12]), metaphors “are among

our principal vehicles for understanding” and “play a central role

in the construction of social and political reality” ([12, p. 151]).

In CMT, linguistic metaphors such as "food for thought" and
"half-baked idea" are considered manifestations of an established

conceptual mapping between a more concrete domain and a more

abstract domain, here for example IDEAS ARE FOOD. The do-

main of DISEASES, on the other hand, is often mapped to the

domain of WAR, a more common frame of reference which has

taken hold as a fairly conventional way to talk about illnesses

and their treatments, as well as several other domains ([8]).

Aswas already observed in various studies ([19, 2, 5, 7]), the dis-

course on the current COVID pandemic has also repeatedly used

the WAR domain in its metaphors. At the time of our experiment,

however, no study has yet addressed the use of such metaphors

in Slovene, where they were also adopted for communicating

various implications, preventive measures, recommendations and

laws to abide by. To investigate the use and pervasiveness of this

metaphorical domain in Slovene media, we have conducted a

quick analysis of a corpus of COVID-related news articles using
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an innovative methodological approach. We propose a top-down

method to search for expected conceptual metaphors through

semi-automatic means employing word embeddings. While most

previous corpus-based approaches to identify metaphors either

use a small set of candidate words or require manual inspec-

tions of large data samples, our approach reduces manual work

on assembling linguistic data by combining existing annotated

resources and text mining methods.

2 PROPOSED APPROACH
Our method aims to discover linguistic expressions of the con-

ceptual metaphor COVID IS WAR in the corpus by targeting

a broader potentially metaphoric vocabulary. Previous related

works have relied on either a limited vocabulary set (e.g. [7]) or a

list of words laboriously compiled from various sources such as

dictionaries, thesauri and other studies on metaphor [19], or have

used sophisticated but complex NLP methods and specialized

resources (e.g. [6]). In our experiment, we use a simple unsuper-

vised approach using existing resources and language processing

technologies.

The main novelty of our approach is using pre-trained word

embeddings to extend the vocabulary, used also by e.g. [16] and

[18] to extend terminology. As past research has shown [14], word

embeddings used for training language models retain linguistic

regularities, including syntactic and semantic relationships be-

tween words. This means that similar words have similar vectors,

and the closer vector representations (word embeddings) are,

the higher the chance they share a certain semantic space. We

make use of this feature by trying to capture a semantic space that

would resemble the conceptual domain ofWAR, which represents

the source domain of the metaphor.

2.1 Method
First, we start by collecting war-related lexical units from the

KOMET corpus [1], the only corpus of metaphors in Slovene

which was recently compiled and annotated similarly to the

English corpus of metaphors, VUAMC [17]. KOMET contains ap-

proximately 200,000 words obtained from journalistic, fiction and

online texts and was hand-annotated for metaphoricity on the ba-

sis of the MIPVU procedure ([17]). Additionally, the metaphoric

expressions are tagged for one of 69 semantic frames, i.e. the

source concepts that semantically motivate them. One of these se-

mantic frames is #met.battle, which subsumes 105 metaphoric

instances with 67 different lemmas, such as predati, ostrostrelec,
orožje, napasti [surrender, sniper, weapon, attack]. These also

form multi-word idioms such as železna pest [iron fist] and boriti
se z mlini na veter [to tilt at windmills] which we exclude from

our candidates list because the word embeddings we use only rep-

resent tokens, not whole phrases. Moreover, the lemmas within

do not themselves necessarily represent the desired domain. We

also filter out some words erroneously annotated with the frame

such as številen [numerous]. This gives a starting vocabulary of
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51 unique seed words. Then, to extend the vocabulary further,

we employ Slovene word token embeddings ([13] pre-trained

with fastText ([4]) on various large corpora of Slovene (GigaFida,

Janes, KAS, slWaC etc.). For each seed word in the list of words

extracted from the KOMET corpus, we use the Gensim library

([20]) to find the word’s N nearest neighbours in the fastText

embeddings’ space (using the most_similar function).
To increase the robustness of the extended vocabulary, we try

to automatically filter out lexis not related to war. To this end,

we use the word embeddings intersection method ([18]). The

method retains only the candidates that intersect between the

sets, meaning they occur in the neighbourhood of at least k input
seed words. For our main experiment, presented in this paper, we

select the parameters N=50 and k=3. We thus obtain a maximum

of 2550 (50 x 51) potential candidates. In the output, there are

2078 uniquewords, and, after lemmatization, 1539 unique lemmas.

After the intersection filtering, the vocabulary extended by word

embeddings consists of 184 word lemmas: 44 of them are already

included in our initial seed set and 140 are new lemmas. We join

the new, extended set with the initial seed set, which yields a

total of 191 lemmas to search for.

3 CORPUS
The experiment is carried out on a corpus of Slovene COVID-

19-related news articles, automatically crawled from the web by

searching for the keyword “covid-19” in article titles (a subset of

the Slovene corpus used in the Slav-NER 2021 shared task ([15]).

The corpus consists of 233 texts spanning from February 2nd

to December 11th, 2020 . To prepare it for analysis, we remove

the header of each text (comprised of the article number, locale,

date and URL), then parse the text into sentences and tokens

using the NLTK library ([3]). We also lemmatize the corpus using

the LemmaGen lemmatization module ([9]). The pre-processed

corpus contains 7,273 sentences and 151,947 tokens.

3.1 Corpus search
In the next step, we extract all sentences from the corpus con-

taining any of the war-related terms from our expanded vocab-

ulary of 191 lemmas. The results yield 335 instances of poten-

tially metaphorical expressions. Out of the 191 lemmas on the

metaphorical candidate list, the COVID corpus contains 49, ap-

pearing in 268 sentences. Due to the unsupervised approach these

are still only candidate words from the semantic domain of war.

A manual analysis shows that in addition to war metaphors, our

extracted sentences include the following four cases:

(1) Some of the seed words found in the corpus are used

literally;

(2) Some of the seed words found in the corpus are a result

of lemmatization errors

(3) Some of the seed words found in the corpus are used

metaphorically, but refer to other target domains, such

as POLITICS or NATURE (e. g. boriti se proti podnebnim
spremembam [’fight against climate change’])

(4) Some of the seed words in our initial 191-candidate list

are not actually related to the topic of WAR but are more

closely related to another topic (e.g. gol [‘goal’])
On this account we perform a manual analysis of the extracted

sentences and categorize them as follows:

(1) falsely extracted instances due to a lemmatization error

or literal use, or true metaphorical expressions but with

other source or target domain, and

(2) truemetaphorical expressions referring to disease as target

domain

For example, in the following sentence, the word brigade

[brigades] only refers to a name of a street, which we mark

as literal usage.

• /. . . / odvzem brisov pri pacientih s sumom na Covid-19: ob
Cesti proletarskih brigad 21 /. . . /
/. . . / taking swabs from patients with suspected Covid-19: at
21, Proletarian Brigades Road /. . . /

In the following example, the word napad [attack] is used to refer

to another domain – INTERNET, COMPUTING, which we mark

as metaphor for another target domain.

• Covid-19 je okrepil trend rasti kibernetskihnapadov [Covid-
19 reinforced the growing trend of cyber attacks]

The following three example sentences contain expression that

we mark as metaphor for the target domain of DISEASE.

• Čeprav v boju z virusom to nikakor ni hitro.
[Although this is by no means fast in the fight against the
virus.]

• Kako bo jeseni, ko bodo »udarili« še drugi virusi?
[What will happen in autumn, when other viruses also
“strike”?]

• Prvi organski sistem v organizmu, ki ga virus napade,
povzroči pljučnico, . . .
[The first system in the organism that the virus attacks
causes pneumonia . . . ]

Results of this analysis are presented in Table 1, whereby

we report only lemmas that were metaphorically used for the

DISEASE target domain at least once.

As can be derived from Table 1, our proposed method correctly

identified 25 different lemmas with a total of 123 occurrences

that are used metaphorically to frame the topic of the pandemic.

Out of our 233 articles, 68 or 29,18% contained at least one mili-

taristic metaphorical expression. The ostensibly most frequent

expression used was boj [fight] with 46 metaphorical occurrences,

followed by boriti [to fight] with 13 metaphorical occurrences

and soočati [to confront] with 7 metaphorical occurrences. They

account for 37.4%, 10.6% and 5.7% of all metaphorical expressions

found by our method, respectively, and together, they represent

more than 50% of them. This points to the interpretation that the

news corpus contains mostly highly conventional and recurrent

metaphors. A lot of the war-related vocabulary (potential can-

didates in our extended war-related lexis) is not used, meaning

the corpus does not, at this moment, exhibit very original, novel

metaphorical expressions. Using a larger and a more recently

compiled corpus would perhaps reveal a more innovative use of

COVID IS WAR metaphors. The vocabulary extension method

using word embeddings has proven fruitful as it revealed some

metaphorical expressions that were not in the initial 51-word

list extracted from the KOMET corpus. The 9 newly discovered

lemmas are: soočiti, izbojevati, zmagati, obraniti, uiti, soočanje,
spopadati, zoperstaviti, podleči [to confront, to fight, to win, to

defend, to escape, confrontation, to combat, to oppose, to suc-

cumb].

The analysis also revealed some additional lemmas that relate

the epidemic to the war frame. In the sentences containing the

lemmas we searched for, there were other words from the WAR
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Table 1: Analysis of metaphoric lemmas from the ex-
tended vocabulary

Lemma Corpus

oc-

curences

Literal

uses,

lemma-

tization

errors

or other

source/target

domain

DISEASE

as target

domain

Boj [fight] 57 11 46

Boriti [to fight] 16 3 13

Soočati [to confront] 17 10 7

Spopad [to combat] 6 6

Spopadanje [combat-

ting]

6 6

Zoperstaviti [to

oppose]

5 5

Bitka [battle] 5 1 4

Napad [attack] 41 37 4

Podleči [succumb] 5 1 4

Spopadati [to combat] 5 1 4

Bojen [combat [ADJ]] 17 15 2

Borba [battle] 3 1 2

Braniti [to defend] 4 2 2

Napasti [to attack] 6 4 2

Obramben [defense

[ADJ]]

9 7 2

Soočanje [confronting] 2 2

Soočiti [to confront] 6 4 2

Žrtev [victim] 49 47 2

Borec [fighter] 3 2 1

Izbojevati [to fight] 1 1

Obraniti [to defend] 1 1

Štab [base, headquar-

ters]

3 2 1

Udariti [to hit] 2 2

Uiti [to escape] 2 1 1

Zmagati [to win] 5 4 1

TOTAL 270 147 123

domain forming so called metaphor clusters ([10]). Thus, we man-

aged to capture some metaphorical expressions that appeared

in close vicinity (in the same sentence) of the found metaphor-

ical expressions: fronta, strategija, preboj, akcijski načrt, vojna
mentaliteta, sovražnik [front, strategy, breakthrough, action plan,

war mentality, enemy]. For instance, our method found the sen-

tence below which, in addition to the word bitka [battle] in our

candidate list, contains a metaphorical use of the word fronta
[front].

• Bitka proti virusu na več frontah
[Battle against the virus on multiple fronts]

4 ANALYSING DIFFERENT PARAMETER
SETTINGS

Some of the expressions mentioned above would have been cap-

tured had we modified the parameters of vocabulary extension.

Namely, we experimented with using more nearest neighbours

(75, 100, 150 and 200). Our initial experiments were carried out

on a N of 50 and intersection k of 3. However, by changing the

parameters, the results of initial new lemmas could differ. In

Figure 1, we analyse how the seed list changes with different

parameters: N of 50 and 75 neighbours, each combined with the

intersection count k of 2, 3 and 4. Note that these refer only to

the list of potentially metaphoric lemmas, and not to the analy-

sis of their use, which can only be analysed in context. We see

that the initially selected parameters (50 neighbours and 3 recur-

rences) are an acceptable middle-ground between precision and

size while still maintaining an unsupervised approach, however,

had we wanted more examples, we could increase the parameter

N or decrease the parameter k.
For the recall, we are not able to carry out a systematic eval-

uation. Nevertheless, based on metaphor clusters analysis men-

tioned above, we identified the set of additional words that belong

to the military vocabulary: fronta, strategija, preboj, akcijski, vo-
jen, sovražnik [front, strategy, breakthrough, action [ADJ], war

[ADJ], enemy]. The words vojen [war[ADJ]] and sovražnik [en-

emy] would have been included if we lowered the intersection

parameter to k = 2 at N = 50 neighbours or extended the vo-

cabulary by N = 75 neighbours while keeping the intersection

parameter k = 3. Other metaphorical expressions occurring in

the corpus (fronta, preboj, strategija, akcijski) [front, strategy,
breakthrough, action [ADJ]] are not found anywhere in the first

200 neighbours of any of the words, indicating perhaps that the

number of neighbours might be further increased. However, we

observe that increasing the number of neighbours leads to fuzzier

results. The added vocabulary using 75, 100, 150, and 200 near-

est neighbours of our initial seed words includes increasingly

more words unrelated to the topic of war and some very common

words, which would need additional filtering. We assume that

the reason for this is that words commonly used metaphorically

(conventional or dead metaphors) are “displaced” in the vector

space of embeddings, moving away from the words in their orig-

inal semantic domains and closer to words in other semantic

domains – target domains. For example, we observed a lot of

sports expressions in our extended vocabulary (e.g. “ball”, “goal”,

“goalpost”). This shows how entrenched metaphors are in our

language: in the vector space of word embeddings, the seman-

tic domains are already “muddled”. In the present example, this

could be a due to the frequent linguistic manifestations of the

conceptual metaphor COMPETITION IS WAR.

Figure 1: Analysis of vocabulary extension parameters N
and k
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5 CONCLUSION
We present an innovative approach using word embeddings as

a tool for extending the vocabulary of potentially metaphoric

expressions and identify them in corpora. Our approach shows

promise in that it correctly identifies numerous such expressions

and confirms that intersections of semantic spaces of metaphor-

ical seed words can be used to refine the quest for words per-

taining to the military domain. Nevertheless, some metaphoric

expressions are missed by our method and the experiment still

needs manual analysis. Further research and experiments would

be needed for a larger expansion of vocabulary and a finer filter-

ing approach as well as comparing different word embeddings,

possibly those trained on more literal language.
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